
Supplier

We are one of Scandinavia's leading suppliers of cathodic protection, since 1989.
We work in a number of business areas - marine, industry, pipelines and 
consultations. Much of the work is done on an international basis.

Vision: Scandinavias leading 
supplier of cathodic protection
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Pinbrazing

Pinbrazing is used in many industries for connecting cables and is especially suitable for use within the 
Cathodic Protection Industry such as connecting anode cables to pipelines, vessels, reinforcement bars, etc. 
With SAFETRACK patented electronic battery driven Pinbrazing system you can do your installations very fast and 
in any weather, any time – rain and snow is no more a problem. No risk for the operator.
Everything developed and manufactured in Sweden, where the pin brazing method was invented.

Introduction to pinbrazing on cathodic protection

We also offer
Consultation, Projection, 
Design ,Installation, Maintenance
and worldwide shipping.  
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CORROSION

FREE

Gravörgatan 26
Helsingborg, Sweden

Visit our website
www.korrosionsgruppen.se

Contact us!

Email
info@korrosionsgruppen.se

Call us
+46 (0) 42 29 55 90

Application areas
Cathodic protection, Railway, Pipelines,Off-shore industry and other 
areas where metallurgical change to the metal are not allowed.

Introduction to pinbrazing
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Pinbrazing units

Pinbrazing

Email
info@korrosionsgruppen.se

1 Econect

The new lightweight and digitized pinbrazing unit 
ECONECT reaches a whole new level of 

performance. Despite higher brazing capacity than 
previous units has the weight been reduced with 

60%. Which not only makes it ideal for maintenance
work, but it can even replace much larger units. 

ECONECT is powered by a revolutionary new 
nano-battery with longer life than previous 
batteries. The weight is only 9,8kg (21,6Lb)
Used with brazing pins without fuse wires
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Econect
S30 X/C is a small portable pinbrazing unit 

made specially for connecting
cables in cathodic protection and grounding 

installations. S30 X/C is electronically
controlled, driven by 3 pcs of 12 V batteries 

of highest quality and
performance which is easily exchangeable 

for increased capacity.
S4 Automatic brazing gun for uniform and 
safe result, every time. Not depen- ding on 

the operators skill. 
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S30XC

2S30XC
- Environmental - Lead-free battery - Long life
- Digitized - More safe brazings.
- Energy efficient - 20% less energy consumption

- Easy to use
- Operator safe
- No waste of brazing pins



Unsure of what 
type to use ? 

 

5Pinbrazing consumables
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Pinbrazing consumables
Brazing pins
Korrosionsgruppens brazing pins are usually without fuse wire. This means that you 
cannot miss�re your brazing pin and you can try again. 

Ferrules
Ferrules are used when Pinbrazing to prevent the gun from becoming stuck to the 
work piece and also for evenly distributing the oxygen.

Cable lugs
Korrosionsgruppens cable lugs are specially made for PinBrazing. Use
 Korrosionsgruppens crimping tools to ensure adequate contact.

Terminal sleves
For the connection of smaller cable sizes, please use terminal sleeves and korrosions-
gruppens crimping tools to ensure adequate contact

Email

info@korrosionsgruppen.se



Unsure of what 
type to use ? 
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Accessories
Pinbrazing accessories

Don’t worry. 

Short model

OUTER DIA LENGTH GROSS. WEIGHT
LENGTH

MM
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mm kg

 

OUTER DIA LENGTH GROSS. WEIGHT
LENGTH

MM
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mm kg

Pinbrazing guns & grinder
High quality tools that are used worldlide by leading industry experts. Our pinbrazing 
tools are used when attaching cables to a metallic surface and where no metallurgical 
changes are allowed. 

Chargers & ground grip

Pin & ringholders
Korrosionsgruppen pin and ringholders are speci�cally made for our pinbrazing 
units. Always use our ringholders for a high quality braze result. 

Carrying case and magnet



Unsure of what 
type to use ? 

 

5Safebond® pinbrazing

Don’t worry. 

OUTER DIA LENGTH GROSS. WEIGHT
LENGTH

MM
DIAMETER
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mm kg

Safebond®

Safebonds
Copper railbonds, available in di�erent sizes. 

Extension cables
Speci�cally made for Korrosionsgruppen’s Safebond unit.

Terminal sleves
For the connection of smaller cable sizes, please use terminal sleeves and korrosions-
gruppens crimping tools to ensure adequate contact

ECONECT SafeBond® unit  is powered by a revolutio-
nary new nano-battery with longer life than pre-
vious batteries. The weight is only 9,8kg (21,6Lb).

Capacity: 25-30 SafeBond 1 or 50-60 PinBrazings(re-
quired optional braze gun) per charge.
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ECONECT SAFEBOND unit
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Shipping
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References

ARTICLE N.O TYPE AL. WEIGHT
KG

TOT. WEIGHT
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A
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Customers

CHEM
ICAL

KEMIRA
Within the chemical industry , safety is always first. Thereby it’s within 
our duty to protect our metallic constructions against corrosion. Since 
many years back we have worked with Korrosionsgruppen AB on these 
matters, with great sucess. - Joakim Forsberg , Kemira

SERNEKE

We build for the future. With cathodic protection , we secure our and 
our clients investments. With many years of experience, Korrosions-
gruppen is our primary partner in this field.  - Leif Isaksson, Serneke

FALKVARV
The maritime indsustry is the birthplace of cathodic protection. Korro-
sionsgruppen AB has since the very beginning of our operations,  been 
our highly competent supplier of their high quality services and goods. 
They’ll have our continous trust in order to fulfill our customer comitt-
ments. - Niklas Engholm, Falkvarv

SERNEKE

By law, we are bound to protect our gas-pipelines with cathodic protection. 
Korrosionsgruppen AB is one of our most competent supplier of service and 
materials. With their many years of experience , we put our trust we’re the 
most compentce is. By using their services and material we can continoue to 
secure our gas supplies in a corrosions free enviroment. Anna Gulin, E.ON

CO
N

STRUCTIO
N

M
ARITIM

E

EN
ERGY

Our waterconduits are affected of both clay and railway, this leads to corrosion 
and therby line break. We work activly with Korrosionsgruppen in order 
to prevent distrubances and upkeep our societyservice to our inhabitants of Go-
thenburg. Our cooperation has been long lasting and we see the clear benefits with 
continuing that cooperation.  - Christian Eriksson, Gothenburg Water & Sewer

GBG KRETSLOPP PUBLIC SECTO
R

E.ON
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Markets

Maritime/off-shore

Public sector

The sea is one of our planets most corrosive 
environments, in order to protect their heavy 
investments the maritime industry has always 
been on the very forefront of corrosion protection.

Soil and conrete also expose metal strucutures to an
corrosive environment. Social functions, such as water,electricity,railway
is heavaly affected byt this. These strucutures also affect eachother trough
leakage current, that’s one of the reasons their protected.  

Energy
With a lot of law and regulation, 
the energy sector is required to protect
 their gas/oil piplines against corrosive 
attacks. We understand and appreciate
 the regulations, thus the eviromental 
implications of an eventuall spill due to
 corrosion could be devastating. Both for
the environment and the inhabitants of
 the geographical area.

Construction

Markets
- that acquire our protection & services

Usually with big comitments, the construction
industry has recognised the importance of
cathodic protection. Securing and prolonging
their clients investments, Cathodic corrosion 
protection is today a industry standard. Bridges, 
tunnels and docks are common application areas. 
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